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In front of me, the wide world. Above me, the traces of a snail-plane. Behind me, a cascade of foolish laughter.
Tonight, Twin Peaks. Let me call Ana. No, no, Anca. I mix them up all the time. And how many other amazing
names: Irina, for example, or Maya, or Amalia, or...

Definitely, I feel better in the city, connected with the world, than cramped in the rectangular air of my apartment,
comfort A plus. And to be frank, the city is my life, because here, in the street, amid things and various people
miracles are born, without which I cannot be myself, the one that I am, and where the hardships of life seem
bearable. And although I’ve lived here for more than forty years and even if with time I discovered all its hollows,
the city continues to fascinate me and, more than once, the curiosity of finding out what is behind its walls pushed
me to penetrate the alleyways, to climb stairs, even to break entrances, at the limit of intrusion. I have the mania of
interiors, I yearn to find out their insides. When needed, I spy out through slots or through holes. „Maybe I should
wipe my shoes...” I tell myself, and, crossing the street I realized that spring had come, that the air was smelling like
sap and I was crossing on the same spot, stepping on the same pavement as I had done thousands of times before,
driven by thousands of interests, no matter the hour or the season, and all of a sudden I had the feeling that I found
myself in all of those thousands of situations, or even in the sequels of those thousands of situations, wandering in
increasingly fine details, in which I lose myself for good. And when I want to craft a word, I discover that beyond it
another word is waiting, and beyond this second word there is my entire crammed existence, and it seems impossible
for me to continue and I lock myself up definitively, for the effort becomes overwhelming. Everything we do stops
exasperatingly with ourselves. In us. And what a huge effort, only to stay the same!

